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Alternating subgroups of Coxeter groups (Extended Abstract)
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Abstract. We explore combinatorial consequences of a simple presentation due to Bourbaki for the alter-
nating subgroup of a Coxeter group.

1. Introduction

For any Coxeter system (W, S), its alternating subgroup W + is the kernel of the sign character that sends
every s ∈ S to −1. An exercise from Bourbaki gives a simple presentation for W +, after one distinguishes
a generator s0 ∈ S. The goal here is to explore the combinatorial properties of this presentation, at four
different levels of generality (defined below) regarding the generator s0:

s0 arbitrary
(Section 2)

� �
s0 evenly-laced s0 a leaf

(Section 3) (Section 4)
� �

s0 an even leaf
(Section 5)

Section 2 reviews the presentation and explores some of its consequences in general for the length function,
parabolic subgroups, a Coxeter-like complex for W +, and the notion of palindromes, which play the role
usually played by reflections in a Coxeter system. This section also defines weak and strong partial orders
on W+ and poses some basic questions about them.

Section 3 explores the special case where s0 is evenly-laced, meaning that m0i is even for all i. It turns
out that, surprisingly, this case is much better-behaved. Here the unique, length-additive factorization
W = W JWJ for parabolic subgroups of W induces similar unique length-additive factorizations within W +.
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One can easily compute generating functions for W + by length, or jointly by length and certain descent
statistics. Here the palindromes which shorten an element determine that element uniquely, and satisfy a
crucial strong exchange property. This gives better characterizations of the weak and strong partial orders,
and resolves affirmatively all the questions about the partial orders from Section 2 in this case.

Section 4 examines how the general presentation simplifies to what we call a nearly Coxeter presentation
when s0 is a leaf in the Coxeter diagram, meaning that s0 commutes with all but one of the other generators
S − {s0}. Such leaf generators occur in many situations, e.g. when W is finite1 and for most affine W .

Section 5 explores the further special case where s0 is an evenly-laced leaf node, that is, both a leaf and
evenly-laced. The classification of finite and affine Coxeter systems shows that all evenly-laced nodes s0 are
even leaves when W is finite, and this is almost always the case for W affine. In particular, even leaf nodes
occur in the finite type Bn = (Cn) and the affine types B̃n, C̃n. When s0 is an even leaf, there is an amazingly
close connection between the alternating group W + and a different index 2 subgroup W ′, namely the kernel
of the homomorphism χ0 sending s0 to −1 and all other Coxeter generators to +1. It turns out that this
subgroup W ′ is a (non-parabolic) reflection subgroup of W , carrying its own Coxeter presentation (W ′, S′),
closely related to the presentation for (W, S). This generalizes the inclusion of type W ′ = W (Dn) inside
W = W (Bn), and although W+ 6∼= W ′, the connection allows one to reduce all of the various combinatorial
aspects of the presentation (W +, R) (length function, descent sets, partial orderings, reduced words) to their
well-studied analogues for the Coxeter system (W ′, S′).

This is an extended abstract. Proofs and more details are given in [6].

2. The general case

2.1. Bourbaki’s presentation. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system with generators S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn},
that is, W has a presentation of the form

(1) W = 〈S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn} : (sisj)
mij = e for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n〉

where mij = mji ∈ {2, 3, . . .} ∪ {∞} and mii = 2.
The sign character ε : W → {±1} is the homomorphism uniquely defined by ε(s) = −1 for all s ∈ S. Its

kernel W+ := ker(ε) is an index two subgroup called the alternating subgroup of W .
Once one has distinguished s0 in S by its zero subscript, an exercise in Bourbaki [5, Chap. IV, Sec. 1,

Exer. 9] suggests a simple presentation for W +, which we recall here.

Proposition 2.1.1. Given a Coxeter system (W, S) with distinguished generator s0, map the set R =
{r1, . . . , rn}i=1,2,...,n into W+ via ri 7→ s0si. Then this gives a set of generators for W + with the following
presentation:

(2)
W+ ∼= 〈R = {r1, . . . , rn} :

rm0i

i = (r−1
i rj)

mij = e for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n〉.

1Combinatorial aspects of this nearly Coxeter presentation were explored for W of type A in [12], and partly motivated
the current work.
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2.2. Length with respect to R ∪ R−1. Given a group G and a generating subset A ⊂ G, let A∗

denote the set of all words a = (a1, . . . , a`) with letters ai in A. Let A−1 := {a−1 : a ∈ A}. Let `A(·) denote
the length function on G with respect to the set A, that is, `A(g) := min{` : g = a1a2 · · · a` for some ai ∈ A}.
Given an A∗-word a that factors g in G, say that a is a reduced word for g if it achieves the minimum possible
length `A(g).

Definition 2.2.1. Given a Coxeter system (W, S) with S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn} as before, let ν(w) denote
the minimum number of generators sj 6= s0 occurring in any expression s = (si1 , · · · , si`

) ∈ S∗ that factors
w in W , i.e. w = si1 · · · si`

.

Proposition 2.2.2. For a Coxeter system (W, S) with S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn} as before, and the presentation
(W+, R) in (2), one has

`R∪R−1(w) = ν(w)

for all w ∈ W +.

Example 2.2.3. Let (W, S) be the symmetric group W = Sn, with S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn−2} in which si

is the adjacent transposition (i + 1, i + 2), so s0 = (1, 2); this is the usual Coxeter system of type An−1.
Given a permutation w ∈ Sn, let lrmin (w) denote its number of left-to-right minima, that is, the number
of j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n} satisfying w(i) > w(j) for 1 ≤ i < j. Let inv(w) denote its number of inversions, that is,
the number of pairs (i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and w(i) > w(j).

Proposition 2.2.4. For any even permutation w ∈ Sn

`R∪R−1(w) = inv(w) − lrmin (w).

In [12] it was shown for (W, S) of type An−1 with s0 a leaf node as above, one has

(3)
∑

w∈W+

q`
R∪R−1 (w) = (1 + 2q)(1 + q + 2q2) · · · (1 + q + q2 · · · + qn−3 + 2qn−2).

For refinements that incorporate other statistics see [12, Prop. 5.7(2), 5.11(2)].

2.3. Parabolic subgroup structure for (W +, R). The structure of parabolic subgroups WJ for
(W, S) is an important part of the theory. For (W +, R) one finds that its parabolic subgroups are closely
tied to the parabolic subgroups WJ containing s0.

Definition 2.3.1. For any J ⊂ R = {r1, . . . , rn}, the subgroup W+
J = 〈J〉 generated by J inside W +

will be called a (standard) parabolic subgroup.

Proposition 2.3.2. Define τ : W → W + by

τ(w) =

{

w if w ∈ W+

ws0 if w 6∈ W+

Then for any J ⊆ S with s0 ∈ J , one has WJ ∩ W+ = W+
τ(J).

Also, the (set) map τ induces a W +-equivariant bijection

W/WJ
τ

−→ W+/W+
τ(J).

Furthermore, the coset representatives τ(W J ) for W+/W+
τ(J) each achieve the minimum `R∪R−1-length

within their coset.
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Note that, in general, an element of τ(W J ) is not unique in achieving the minimum length `R∪R−1 within
its coset, unless s0 is evenly-laced; see Subsection 3.2 below.

2.4. The Coxeter complex for (W +, R). The results of Section 2.3 allow us to define a Coxeter
complex2 ∆(W+, R), and the map τ allows one to immediately carry over many of the properties of ∆(W, S).

Definition 2.4.1. Given a Coxeter system (W, S) with S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn}, and the ensuing presentation
(2) for W+ via the generators R = {r1, . . . , rn}, define the Coxeter complex to be the simplicial complex
∆(W+, R) which is the nerve of the covering of the set W + by the maximal (proper) parabolic subgroups

{wW+
R\{r}}w∈W+,r∈R.

Proposition 2.4.2. The Coxeter complex ∆(W +, R) is W+-equvariantly isomorphic, via the map τ ,
to the type-selected subcomplex ∆(W, S)S\{s0}, obtained by deleting all vertices of color s0 from ∆(W, S).

Consequently ∆(W +, R) is a pure (n − 1)-dimensional shellable simplicial complex, which is balanced with
color set R.

Similarly for any J ⊆ R, its type-selected subcomplex ∆(W +, R)J is W+-equivariantly isomorphic to the
type-selected subcomplex ∆(W, S)τ−1(J), where here τ−1(J) := {s0} ∪ {si ∈ S : ri ∈ R}.

This has consequences for the (reduced) homology H̃∗(∆(W+, R), Z). Let Z[W/WS−{s0}] denote the

permutation action of W + on cosets of the maximal parabolic WS−{s0}, or in other words,

Z[W/WS−{s0}] = ResW
W+IndW

WS−{s0}
1.

If W is finite, denote by Zv the unique copy of the trivial representation contained inside Z[W/WS−{s0}],
spanned by the sum v of all cosets wWS−{s0}.

Corollary 2.4.3. The homology H̃∗(∆(W+, R), Z) is concentrated in dimension n− 1. As a representa-
tion of W+, it is the restriction from W of the representation on the top homology of ∆(W, S)S\{s0}. More
concretely,

H∗(∆(W+, R), Z) ∼=

{

Z[W/WS−{s0}] when W is infinite,

Z[W/WS−{s0}]/Zv when W is finite.

Example 2.4.4. Let (W, S) be of type A3, so that W = S3, having Coxeter diagram which is a path
with three nodes. If one labels the S = {s0, s1, s2} = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)}, so that s0 is a leaf node in the
Coxeter diagram, then the Figure 2.4.4(a) shows the Coxeter complex ∆(W +, R) with facets labelled by
W+. Figure 2.4.4(b) shows the isomorphic type-selected subcomplex ∆(W, S)S−{s0} with facets labelled by

W {s0}. Figure 2.4.4(c) shows the resulting Coxeter complex ∆(W +, R) with facets labelled by W + after
one relabels S = {s0, s1, s2} = {(2, 3), (1, 2), (3, 4)}. so that now s0 is the central node, not a leaf, and s1, s2

commute.

2.5. Palindromes versus reflections. For a Coxeter system (W, S), the set of reflections T :=
⋃

w∈W,s∈S wsw−1 plays an important role in the theory. A similar role for (W +, R) is played by the set
of palindromes, particularly when s0 is evenly-laced. Palindromes will also give the correct way to define the
analogues of the strong Bruhat order defined in Subsection 2.6 below.

2Actually, this is what was called a Coxeter-like complex for the presentation of W + by the generating set R in [1].
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Figure 1. Coxeter complexes for (W +, R) with (W, S) of type A3. Figure (a) shows
∆(W+, R) when s0 is a leaf node, that is, the Coxeter diagram is labelled s0 − s1 − s2,
while (b) shows the isomorphic complex ∆(W, S)S−{s0}. Figure (c) shows ∆(W +, R) when
s0 is the non-leaf node, that is, the Coxeter diagram is labelled s1 − s0 − s2.

Definition 2.5.1. Given a pair (G, A) where G is a group generated by a set A, say that an element
g in G is an (odd) palindrome if there is an (A ∪ A−1)∗-word a = (a1, . . . , a`) factoring g with ` odd and
a`+1−i = ai for all i. Denote the set of (odd) palindromes in G by P(G).

Let T̂ :=
⋃

w∈W,s∈S\{s0}
wsw−1 denote the set of reflections in W that are conjugate to at least one s 6= s0.

Proposition 2.5.2. For any Coxeter system (W, S), one has

P(W+)s0 = T̂ = s0P(W
+).
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Figure 2. Examples of the left weak (solid edges) and left strong orders (solid and dotted
edges) on W+ for (W, S) = I2(7), I2(8), and A3 with s0 labelling a leaf node versus a non-leaf
node.

2.6. Weak and strong orders. For a Coxeter system (W, S) there are two related partial orders (the
weak and strong orders) on W which form graded posets with rank function `S. Here we define analogues
for (W+, R).

Definition 2.6.1. Define the (left) strong order <LS on W+ as the transitive closure of the relation

w
p
→ pw if p ∈ P(W+) and `R∪R−1(w) < `R∪R−1(pw). Similarly define the (right) strong order <RS .
Define the (left) weak order <RW on W+ as the transitive closure of the relation wlRW wr if r ∈ R∪R−1

and `R∪R−1(w) + 1 = `R∪R−1(rw). Similarly define the (right) weak order <RS .

Figure 2.6 shows the left weak and left strong orders on W + for the two dihedral Coxeter systems
I2(7), I2(8), as well as for type A3 with the two different choices for the node labelled s0, as in Figure 2.4.4.

A glance at these figures, along with the good properties known for the usual weak and strong orders on
(W, S), raise several obvious questions.

Question 2.6.2. Are all of these orders graded by the function `R∪R−1 , that is, do all maximal chains
have the same length?

Question 2.6.3. Do the weak orders form a meet semilattice in general?
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Question 2.6.4. Is the strong order shellable?

We will see in Subsection 3.5 that the answers to all of these questions are affirmative when s0 is evenly-
laced. Furthermore, in Section 5 it will be shown that when s0 is an evenly-laced leaf node, the strong and
weak orders coincide with the usual Coxeter group strong and weak orders for the related Coxeter system
(W ′, S′) defined there.

Remark 2.6.5. Some things are clearly not true of the various orders, even in the best possible situation
where s0 is an even leaf. Although the left weak/strong orders are isomorphic to the right weak/strong
orders, they are not the same orders. Also, none of the four orders (left/right weak/strong) on W + coincides
with the restriction from W to W + of the analogous left/right weak/strong order on W . Similarly, none of
the four orders on W + coincides via the bijection τ with the restriction from W to W {s0} of the analogous
order on W .

3. The case of an evenly-laced node

When the distinguished generator s0 in S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn} for the Coxeter system (W, S) has the extra
property that m0i is even for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, say that s0 is an evenly-laced node of the Coxeter diagram. This
has many good consequences for the presentation (W +, R) explored in the next few subsections:

• the length function `R∪R−1 simplifies,
• the coset representatives τ(W J ) for W+/Wτ(J) from Section 2.3 are distinguished by their minimum

length within the coset, and the length is additive in the decomposition W + = τ(W J ) W+
τ(J),

• the palindromes P(W +) behave more like reflections, satisfying a strong exchange condition, and
consequently

• the partial orders considered earlier are as well-behaved as their analogues for (W, S).

3.1. Length generating function. It follows from Tits’ solution to the word problem that when s0

is evenly-laced, the number of occurrences of s0 in any reduced word is the same; denote this quantity `0(w)

and define W (S; q0, q) :=
∑

w∈W q
`0(w)
0 qν(w). The usual diagram-recursion methods [9, §5.12] for writing

down the Poincaré series of W as a rational function in q generalize to compute the finer Poincaré series
W (S; q0, q) [10, 13].

Definition 3.1.1. Define the `R∪R−1 length generating function on W +:

W+(R ∪ R−1; q) :=
∑

w∈W+

q`
R∪R−1 (w).

Proposition 3.1.2. When s0 is evenly-laced,

W+(R ∪ R−1; q) =

[

W (S; q0, q)

1 + q0

]

q0=1

.

Example 3.1.3.
Let (W, S) be the Coxeter system of type Bn(= Cn), the group of signed permutations acting on Rn. Index
S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn−1} so that s0 is the special generator that negates the first coordinate, and si swaps the
ith, (i + 1)st coordinates when i ≥ 1. Then

W+(R ∪ R−1; q) = [n]q ([2]q [4]q[6]q · · · [2n − 4]q[2n − 2]q) ,

where [n]q := 1−qn

1−q
.
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3.2. Parabolic coset representatives revisited.

Proposition 3.2.1. When s0 is evenly-laced, the coset representatives τ(W J ) for W+/W+
τ(J) are the

unique representatives within each coset wW +
τ(J) achieving the minimum `R∪R−1 -length.

The assumption that m01 is even turns out to be crucial; see [6].

3.3. Descent statistics. For a Coxeter system (W, S), aside from the length statistic `S(w) for w ∈ W ,
one often considers the descent set and descent number of w defined by

DesS(w) := {s ∈ S : `S(ws) < `S(w)}

desS(w) := |DesS(w)|.

Generating functions counting W jointly by `S and DesS(w) are discussed in [13].

Definition 3.3.1. Given w ∈ W +, define its weak descent (or nonascent) set NascR∪R−1(w) and its

symmetrized weak descent (nonascent) set N̂ascR(w) as follows:

NascR∪R−1(w) := {r ∈ R ∪ R−1 : `R∪R−1(wr) ≤ `R∪R−1(w)} ⊆ R ∪ R−1

N̂ascR(w) := {r ∈ R : either r or r−1 ∈ NascR∪R−1(w)} ⊆ R

It turns out that nonascents in (W +, R) relate to descents in (W, S) of the minimum length parabolic coset
representatives W {s0} for W/W{s0}. This is mediated by the inverse τ−1 to the bijection τ : W {s0} → W+

that comes from taking J = {s0} in Proposition 2.3.2.

Proposition 3.3.2. For any Coxeter system (W, S) and s0 ∈ S and w ∈ W+, one has an inclusion

N̂ascR(w) ⊇ DesS(τ−1(w)).

after identifying R = {r1, . . . , rn} and S \ {s0} = {s1, . . . , sn} with their subscripts [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. In
general, this inclusion can be proper, but when s0 is evenly-laced it is an equality:

N̂ascR(w) = DesS(τ−1(w)).

Corollary 3.3.3. When s0 is evenly-laced,

∑

w∈W+

tN̂asc
R∪R−1 (w)q`

R∪R−1 (w) =

[

∑

w∈W

tDesS(w)q
`0(w)
0 qν(w)

]

q0=1,t0=0

where tA :=
∏

j∈A tj .

This last generating function for W is easily computed using the techniques from [13].

Example 3.3.4. Consider the Coxeter system (W, S) of type Bn, labelled as in Example 3.1.3. Then [13,
§II, Theorem 3] shows that

∑

w∈W

tDesS(w)q
`0(w)
0 qν(w) = (−q0; q)n[n]!q det[aij ]i,j=−1,0,1,2,...,n−1

where

(x; q)n := (1 − x)(1 − xq)(1 − xq2) · · · (1 − xqn−1), [n]!q :=
(q; q)n

(1 − q)n
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and

aij =























0 for j < i − 1

ti − 1 for j = i − 1
ti

(−q0;q)j+1[j+1]!q
for j ≥ i = −1

ti

[j−i+1]!q
for j ≥ i ≥ 0

with the convention t−1 = 1. Thus the generating function in Corollary 3.3.3 is the evaluation of this
determinant at q0 = 1, t0 = 0.

3.4. Palindromes revisited. When s0 is evenly-laced, the set of palindromes for (W +, R) behaves
much more like set of reflections in a Coxeter system (W, S), and plays a closely analogous role.

Definition 3.4.1. Given w ∈ W +, define its set of left-shortening palindromes by

PL(w) := {p ∈ P(W +) : `R∪R−1(pw) < `R∪R−1(w)}.

Proposition 3.4.2. Assume (W, S) has s0 evenly-laced. Then for any w ∈ W +, one has the following.

(i) `R∪R−1 = |PL(w)|.
(ii) (Strong exchange property) For any reduced (R ∪ R−1)∗-word

r = (r(1), . . . , r(ν(w)))

factoring w, one has PL(w) = {pk}1≤k≤ν(w) where

pk := ((r(1))−1, (r(2))−1, . . . , (r(k))−1, . . . , (r(2))−1, (r(1))−1).

(iii) The set PL(w) determines w uniquely.

3.5. Orders revisited.

Proposition 3.5.1. When s0 is evenly-laced, u, w ∈ W + satisfy u ≤RW w if and only if PL(u) ⊆ PL(w).
A similar statement holds for the left weak order ≤LW , replacing left-shortening palindromes PL(−) with

right-shortening palindromes PR(−).

Proposition 3.5.2. When s0 is evenly-laced, the left, right weak orders on W + are meet-semilattices.

Proposition 3.5.3. When s0 is evenly-laced, u, w ∈ W + satisfy u ≤LS w if and only if for some (equiva-
lently, every) reduced (R∪R−1)∗-word r = (r(1), . . . , r(`)) factoring w, there exists a reduced (R∪R−1)∗-word
factoring u which is a “subword” in the following sense:

it can be obtained by deleting some of the r(i) from r and replacing any r(i) remaining
that have an odd number of letters deleted to their right with their inverse (r(i))−1.

A similar statement holds for the right strong order ≤RS, replacing “right” with “left”.

Proposition 3.5.4. When s0 is evenly-laced, the left, right strong orders on W + are thin3 and shellable,
and hence have every open interval homeomorphic to a sphere.

Let w0 be the unique longest element in a finite Coxeter group W .

3Recall that a graded poset is thin if every interval [x, y] of rank 2 has exactly four elements, namely x, y and two others
between them.
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Proposition 3.5.5. When (W, S) has s0 evenly-laced and W finite, τ(w0) is the unique maximum element
in all four (left or right, weak or strong) orders on W +.

Remark 3.5.6. Note that when s0 is not evenly-laced, the strong order need not be thin, as illustrated
by the existence of several upper intervals of rank 2 having 5 elements in Figure 2.6. Also, the examples of
I2(7), A3 show that one need not have a unique maximum element in any of these orders.

4. The case of a leaf node

The presentation (2) for W + becomes very close to a Coxeter presentation when s0 is a leaf node, that is,
s0 commutes with s2, . . . , sn, i.e., one has m0i = 2 for i = 2, . . . , n (although m01 may be greater than 2).

Proposition 4.0.7. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system with S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn} and s0 a leaf node. Then
W+ is generated by the set R := {ri = s0si | si ∈ S \ s0} with the following presentation:

(4) W+ ∼= 〈R = {r1, . . . , rn} : rm01

1 = r2
i = (rirj)

mij = e for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n〉,

where mij is the order of sisj and s1 is the neighbor of the leaf s0.

Definition 4.0.8. Call a presentation for an abstract group having the form in (4) a nearly Coxeter
presentation, meaning that all but one of the generators ri is an involution and all other relations are of the
form (rirj)

mij for some mij ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . .} ∪ {∞}.

Corollary 4.0.9. Every abstract group A with a nearly Coxeter presentation is isomorphic to the alter-
nating subgroup W + for some Coxeter system (W, S).

5. The case of an even leaf node

When the distinguished node s0 is both a leaf and evenly-laced, that is, m01 is even and m0j = 2 for
j = 2, 3, . . . , n, we shall say that s0 is an even leaf. In this situation it will be shown that (W +, R) has
an amazingly close connection to the index 2 subgroup W ′ := kerχ0 of W , which will turn out to have a
Coxeter structure (W ′, S′) of its own 4.

5.1. The Coxeter system (W ′, S′). Since s0 is also evenly laced, recall that one has the linear
character χ0 : W → {±1}, taking value −1 on s0 and +1 on all other sj ∈ S. Let W ′ := kerχ0, a subgroup
of W of index 2.

Let S′ := {t1, t2, . . . , tn} ∪ {t′1} be a set, and consider the set map

S′ f
−→ W ′

tj
f

7−→ sj for j = 1, 2 . . . , n

t′1
f

7−→ s0s1s0

.

4While the combinatorics of W + and W ′ seems to be similar, the combinatorics of other subgroups of index 2 seems to
be different; in particular, no nearly Coxeter presentation for these groups is known; see, e.g., [2].
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Figure 3. Schematic of the relation between the diagrams for a Coxeter system (W, S)
with even leaf node s0, and the Coxeter system (W ′, S′) derived from it, closely connected
to the alternating group W +. The unique neighbor of s0 has been labelled s1, so that m01

is even.

Proposition 5.1.1. The set map f above extends to an isomorphism

(5)

W ′ ∼=〈S′ = {t1, . . . , tn} ∪ {t′1} :

(t′1)
2 = (titj)

mij = e for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n,

(t′1tj)
m1j = e,

(t′1t1)
m01

2 = e〉.

which makes (W ′, S′) a Coxeter system.

A schematic picture of the relation between the Coxeter diagrams of (W, S) and (W ′, S′) is shown in
Figure 5.1.

5.2. Relating W+ to W ′.

Proposition 5.2.1. When s0 is an even leaf in (W, S), the following map

W+ θ
−→ W ′

w 7−→ w · s
`

R∪R−1 (w)
0 =

{

w if w ∈ W ′

ws0 if w 6∈ W ′

is a bijection, which is equivariant for the action of the subgroup W + ∩ W ′ by left-multiplication.

Note that the bijection θ : W + → W ′ is not a group isomorphism, and that W +, W ′ are not isomorphic
as groups in general.

Proposition 5.2.2. Let s0 be an even leaf in (W, S). Then for any w ∈ W +, the bijection θ has the
following properties:

(i) `R∪R−1(w) = `S′(θ(w)).
(ii) There is a bijection from the set of reduced (R ∪ R−1)∗-words for w to the reduced (S ′)∗-words for

θ(w)
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(iii) There is a bijection from NascR∪R−1(w) to DesS′(θ(w)).
(iv) The map θ is a poset isomorphism (W +,≤RW ) → (W ′,≤RW ).
(v) The map θ is a poset isomorphism (W +,≤RS) → (W ′,≤S), where (W ′,≤S) denotes usual strong

Bruhat order on (W ′, S′)

Corollary 5.2.3. When s0 is an even leaf in (W, S), one has

(6)
∑

w∈W+

tnasc
R∪R−1 (w)q`

R∪R−1 (w) =
∑

w∈W ′

tdesS′ (w)q`S′ (w),

where nascR∪R−1(w) := |NascR∪R−1(w)|.

Example 5.2.4. For (W, S) of affine type C̃n, one has (W ′, S′) equal to the affine type B̃n, and

W+(R ∪ R−1; q) = W ′(S′; q) =
[2]q

1 − q1

[4]q
1 − q3

[6]q
1 − q5

· · ·
[2n]q

1 − q2n−1
.
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